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I.  What is Auto Assault? [wiaa]

Auto Assault is a MMO set in a future version of Earth.  In this version, Earth is being 
transformed by a alien race, to make it more habitable for them.  These aliens, referred to 
as Xenos, have landed, and are attempting to cultivate their xenoforming project.  The 
primary substance used by the Xenos in this project is a green, sludgelike substance 
referred to in-game as the Contamination (Mutants, one of the playable races,  refer to this 
substance as the “Blood”), and is a mixture of chemicals and nanomachines designed to 
transform the existant biological matter into substances more compatible with the Xeno 
biology.

The game itself is between three warring factions that remain on the earth after a manmade 
attempt to sterilize the aliens and their project, referred to as the Genesis Solution.

II. Game Lore {gl]

The following is taken from a entry at a game fansite: AAWIki 
(http://aawiki.prixeon.com), still a work in progress:

At a undetermined future date, a huge alien ship passes by Earth. The ship drops 
pods on the planet containing a green complex of chemicals and microscopic machines, 
that together become referred to as the Contamination. The pods are used by the aliens to 
xenoform planets (change a planet's biosphere to their liking), and they've chosen Earth to 
be the next planet they modify.

On Earth, when the pods hit, the effect's devastating. Entire areas of the world 
become uninhabitable, as the Contamination destroys every type of Earth-derived organic matter it comes across. At least, at first it does......

Some humans begin to adapt to the Contamination. They mutate, becoming 
recognizably inhuman and gaining almost-miraculous powers, including the ability to heal 
rapidly from wounds.. At first, as is usual throughout history, these "Mutants" as they 
become known, are oppressed and murdered. As their ranks grow, they eventually start 
being more than the human troops of the time can handle. To combat this, especially with 
the pressure of various hate groups, the World Governmant fields a first-generation 
robotic police force, developed from knowledge gleaned from investigation of the alien 
technology. This first-generation robotic police force is referred to as the "Tempernet" 
(yes, shades of the Terminator movies' Skynet here). Soon after deployment, however, the 
Tempernet proves uncontrollable, and the project is abandoned.

Breakthroughs are made using the alien technology, especially in the use of the 
microminiature machines (referred to as "nanites"), and it becomes possible to fuse a 
human nervous system with robotic prosthetics. These cyborgs are given the name of the 
"Biomechanized Raiders" and sent out to combat the "Mutant menace". They are able to 
hold their own against the eldrich powers of the Mutants, but no more than that - they 
cannot reduce the mutant menace, only partially contain it. There's not enough of them, 
given that the cyborg creation process only succeeds about 20-25% of the time.

 The Citadel, and the Genesis Solution

The Mutants have not remained idle during this time, and have consolidated their 
power considerably during the Tempernet fiasco and the emergence of the Raiders. They 
now have a powerbase (the "Citadel") and are constantly growing in numbers and in 
strength, as the full extent of what the Contamination has done becomes evident. As a 
matter of fact, the Mutants' regard for the Contamination becomes almost shamanistic, 
with it referred to as the "Blood" (for it gave them life), and the Mutants learn to use the 
Blood in some quite entertaining ways, as a weapon, as construction materiels, even in 
food preparation.....

The world elite of the time were pure Human, and didn't like what they saw was 
going on. So, in secret, five underground hardened shelters were built. Each shelter was 
completely independent from the others, was self-supporting, and could support a seed 
population of 20,000 people indefinitely.  It was thought that 100,000 of the world's elite 
would suffice to repopulate the planet once the "Genesis Solution" took effect...

Once the shelters (referred to as "Arks") are completed, they are populated with 
the "world's best". This being government run through subcontract to a company called 
the Hestia Corporation, the definition of the "world's best" is odd to say the minimum. 
Politicians, favorite sons, the power elite populate the Arks, and then the Genesis Solution 
begins.

The Genesis Solution was come up with by those that had given up, and wanted to start anew. It consisted of launching the ENTIRE STOCK of the world's weapons of mass 
destruction in a pattern designed to cover the surface of the planet. It was a attempt to 
sterilize the surface, end all life, and allow the ecosystem to start fresh, with the Arks 
sustaining the Humans until the fallout had passed. There were a couple of problems with 
the plan, however, which anyone with some common sense could have figured out with a 
little thought.

The Mutants, through their use of the Blood, were naturally immune to the effects 
of radiation, chemical, and biological weapons. They weren't immune to the heat and blast 
of the explosions, all it took was for them to hole up in the Citadel for long enough to let 
the detonations pass.

The Biomechanical Raiders were brought together at one location, with a bomb 
targeted there. The bomb malfunctioned, sparing them. Their use of prosthesis made them 
largely immune to the CBW weapons, though not totally, and thy also were able to 
survive, as did the Tempernet. Small populations of humans in various places survived as 
well, in isolation.

Aftermath, or Game Time

It has been two hundred years since the Genesis Solution. Due to poor planning, 
the Arks are choking themselves to death. Seems Hestia forgot that human populations 
don't remain steady :)

Hestia has developed shielding against the Contamination, in case it still exists. 
They have also developed small vehicles, equipped with the shielding, to begin reclaiming 
the Earth. The initial Human emergence from the Arks is at Ark 1, in the part of Human 
territory known as Upside. The Humans were expecting a Paradise, with a untouched 
native ecosystem ready for them to live in. What they got was a bucket of cold water.

Earth was a devastated wasteland. Remains of the previous civilization were 
strewn all over. There was no ecosystem to be mentioned. And the Contamination still 
existed, with strangely mutated lifeforms all around the pools of green goo.

		As they ranged further, they encountered their old foes, and their old "allies".

The Mutants still existed, and were more powerful than ever. With two hundred 
years to practice and train, they've learned how to use the Contamination in ways the 
Humans had never seen, and at first couldn't counteract. It was some time before the 
Humans' shields could partially counteract the effects of the Mutant's weapons.

When Humans ran into the Raiders, they didn't realize that the Raiders as Raiders 
were no more. Now known as "Biomeks", the Raiders had become a civilized people in 
their own right, warriors that fought the Mutants as that was their primary mission, and 
had a deep hatred of the newly-emerged Humans, calling them the "Betrayers", due to the failed attempt to nuke them during the Genesis Solution. The Biomeks do not forget...and 
they do not forgive.

At the time of the game, the three races have no real advantages over the other, 
and are in a constant state of war with each other - a four-cornered war, as the Xenos still 
exist, and are still hard at work at their own plans, for their own purposes. 

III. Basic Game Concepts: [ncc]

	Within the game, the player avatar takes on two forms.  The first is that of a vehicle, in 
which 90% of the game is played.  Within towns and other secured areas, the player avatar is that 
of a person, according to which race is chosen at character creation.

	Combat is done exclusively from the vehicle, as are most missions.  The vehicle itself is 
customizable, and multiple vehicles are available in-game, as both ‘drops” (leaving after a kill) and 
in-town through “vehicle vendors”.  The player may only drive one vehicle at a time, switching 
bach and forth in-town.  The switching is accomplished by removing all equipped items from a 
given vehicle, then swapping “keys” to the replacement vehicle, then re-equipping the new 
vehicle.  This is done due to the fact that there are vehicles in the game that do not share common 
mounts for items, and as such may need to have certain components replaced as part of the 
switch.  This includes weapons and “wheels”.

	Missions are all of the “perform task, then return to giver” variety, and involve the basic 
mission types of:
	A. Patrol area - go to each waypoint in turn, then return to giver.
	B. Destroy - kill x enemies, then return to giver
C. Ferry - take item x to target y.  This is one of two types of missions where you may not 
necessarily return to the original giver - the target may be a new giver.  The other 
type is the Transit mission.
D. Transit - Go to place x to get more missions.  Usually used as a “chain” mission, to 
take the player to a new mission hub, or to go to a “instance” (generated area 
specifically for the player or players) to take on a specific mission chain and/or 
take on a particularly powerful enemy (boss).
E. Fetch - Kill enemy type x to retrieve y, then return y to questgiver.  Usually part of a 
chain, this quest ALWAYS leads to another one, or another set..

	More mission types are to be included in future expansions.  At the time of this writing, 
the game version is 1.04.113.

	The game’s motto is to “level while playing”, and to a large extent it accomplishes this.  
The goal of most MMOs is to reach the end cap as quickly as possible, then participate in large-scale “raids” or battles that require multiple people to complete.  Such has not been implemented 
in Auto Assault.  Leveling occurs fairly painlessly through the game, and “grinding” (repetitively 
killing the same enemies over and over in a mindless attempt to level) is minimized.  There ARE 
enemies that are worth killing repeatedly - the purpose there is not to level, but to obtain items that otherwise couldn’t be obtained - and it is entirely at the player’s discretion.  Solo play is a 
viable playstyle in Auto Assault up to the end cap, and beyond as well.

IV: Character Creation

	Character creation is fairly complex in Auto Assault, mostly because it’s not really clear 
from the character creation screen what does what - especially for someone who is just diving in 
and didn’t read the manual on what the attributes and archetypes are.

	At character creation, the player is asked to choose which race and archetype they wish to 
play as.  As the archetypes are not well explained and/or compared with others that the player 
may be familiar with, here’s a convenient listing as to what they are:

A. Frontline Combat: These are the Warriors of the game, the characters that are designed 
to be the primary fighters.  For anyone familiar with MMOs, these are NOT the 
familiar “tank” popularized by EQ and their ilk. Due to the nature of the game, all 
classes can solo, with a player that knows what they are doing.  Frontline Combat 
classes excel at both dealing and taking damage, and are the easiest class to play 
for the starting player.  The vehicles available to this class range from SUVs/small 
trucks to six-wheeled offroad vehicles.  In the later levels, tanks become available.  
Equivalent in other MMOs would be Warriors/Fighters.   Type names: Commando 
(Human), Terminator (Biomek), Champion (Mutant)

B. Frontline Support: These are the primary healers of the game.  They are not designed 
to take or deal as much damage as the Frontline Combat types, they are designed 
to support them, with group buffs, heals, some pets with various abilities.  The 
Frontline Support types can solo, and very well too, and there is some argument 
that due to their heals that they are better in areas such as PvP, especially towards 
the end-game.  Their combat is a little slower-paced, though, than the Frontline 
Combat types due to the fact that they do not do as much damage, Vehicles in-game show this by being either larger vehicles (vans, cargo haulers) semis, or other 
six-wheeled vehicles.  Some of these classes get tracked vehicles in the higher 
levels.  Equivalent in other MMOs would be a combination of Mage and Cleric, 
with emphasis on the Cleric functions.  Type names: Engineer (Human), 
Constructor (Biomek), Shaman (Mutant)

C. Command: This class’s focus is on pets, enemy debuffs, and group buffs.  Leader 
classes are not designed to be in the front line, dealing directly with the enemy - 
their design is to stay towards the back, and let their pets do the work.  They also 
have some serious debuffs (powers that weaken enemies for a time) and buffs 
(powers that enhance allies’ abilities, for a time).  The pets themselves are 
temporary NPC spawns that will protect the Leader class, or attack whatever is 
designated as the target.  Their vehicles are weaker than both frontline classes, but 
stronger than the stealth classes.  Shown in-game mostly as medium-sized sports 
cars of various kinds.  Equivalent in other MMOs would be a combination of Druid and Hunter classes, with emphasis on Hunters.  Leader classes do not self-heal, some have pets that can heal though..  Type names: Lieutenant (Human), 
Mastermind (Biomek), Archon (Mutant).

D. Covert Ops: This class’s focus is on stealth (invisibility) and sneak attacks; attacks from 
stealth gain a damage bonus and accuracy bonus; attacks or being hit while in 
stealth will break stealth.  Stealth classes can hit hard and without warning - unlike 
other MMOs, the player has no chance to detect a stealthed player before they de-stealth - either by launching an attack, or being hit by random fire.  Compensation 
for this is that the Stealth player has the weakest of all vehicles - a stealth class 
knocked out of stealth won’t last going toe-to-toe with other classes..  Vehicles 
available to this class range from dune buggies to small sports cars, with some 
motorcycles available from the mid-game on.  Equivalent of this class in other 
MMOs would be Rogue/Thief classes, save in this game there is not 
pickpocketing/stealing.  Type names: Bounty Hunter (Human), Agent (Biomek), 
Avenger (Mutant).

	The character’s race also plays a factor in character creation, though this factor is not 
explained on the creation screen at all.  All races have a short-term ability called “Hazard Mode” 
after level 40.  The abilities of each mode are different, and will be discussed in each race’s 
section.  One thing is common, though - the duration of Hazard Mode varies by level, from 
between 40-60 seconds..  Each race has certain benefits and detractions to them, those being:

A. Human: Humans in-game are offense-oriented.  Their skills are more tuned to dealing 
damage than they are to taking damage.  Humans have skills that reduce incoming 
damage, they all require maintenance (power) to use in-game, and will often fail 
due to this requirement.  Humans also have “shielding” - a additional layer of 
defense over and above armor that regenerates over time.  Problem is, it’s really 
not a lot of defense, as the shields are measured in the tens of points, and will 
quickly go down when surrounded.  Humans have the most missions of any of the 
three races available - the missions are mostly short-term do-it-once-and-that’s it 
type, not the multiple arcs of the Mutants.  Human Hazard Mode is called “shield 
inversion” - Humans gain a unbreakable shield that causes some AoE (area-of-effect) damage for that time.  They also slow down, and have a attack called 
“Orbital Strike” when in Hazard Mode, which appears to not function as designed 
as of 1.00.14.113.  During this mode, normal weapons do not fire.  Precisely 
because of their offensive orientation, Humans in the early levels can be frustrating 
to level, as they really can’t take a lot of damage once they leave the starter area.  
They get a lot stronger as they level, and really shine in the later levels. Their skills 
enhance Energy weapons (see below for an explanation of weapon types).  
Humans are considered the starter class (easiest class to play) in the game - with 
the easiest one being the Human Commando.

B. Biomek: Biomeks in this game are the neutral ground.  They are neither Offense nor 
Defense oriented, which is odd because their “racial” is Defense.  Biomeks have skills that both enhance their defenses/resistances, and that play a role in offenses.  
Biomeks have abilities that can slow their opponents, cause them not to be able to 
fire weapons for a time, and others as well.  Many Biomek abilities are seemingly 
designed for short-range combat vs. infantry, as many of their abilities take the 
form of short-range AoE (area-of-effect) attacks.  Their Hazard Mode is arguably 
one of the best in the game - once activated, the vehicle transforms into a 
lumbering legged land vehicle with VERY powerful long-range attacks.  The lack 
of speed and maneuverability is it’s downfall - the Hazard Mode ‘Mek cannot 
follow fast-moving targets.  Biomeks start strong, and stay strong for the most 
part - there is one brutal time for ‘Meks, between levels 6-10 - other than that their 
level of difficulty stays pretty much the same to the cap.  Their skills enhance both 
Corrosive and Fire weapons (see below for an explanation of weapon types) 
Biomeks are considered the “average” difficulty race to play.

C. Mutant: Mutants in this game are primarily defense oriented.  Their “racial” is Auto-Repair, which regenerates health over time.  At first it’s a small amount, over time 
it grows, and especially shines in the mid-game.  Mutants have the most highly-developed story in the game, comprised of multiple-mission “arcs” that can serve 
to keep a players’ interest, especially those interested in the lore. Mutant skills are 
almost evenly divided between offensive and defensive, with a emphasis on DoT 
(damage over time) in their abilities.  Mutant Hazard Mode is arguably the most 
worthless in the game - when activated, the Mutant vehicle assumes the form of a 
“phase beast” with two powers: one to accelerate the “beast”, the other is a short-range AoE attack that the “beast” must be right next to it’s opponent in order to 
hit.  Anything the “beast” gets near also takes damage as well - it’s also very short 
range.  Mutant skills enhance Contamination damage (see below for a explanation 
of damage types).  Due to some game issues as of version 113, Mutants are 
currently considered the “hard” class to play - many NPCs have either high 
resistances to or outright immunity to Mutant powers in the end-game.

	The four “stats” (character statistics/attributes) listed on the character creation screen 
don’t seem to make much sense, and in character creation the attributes are fixed - they’re set 
based on the race and class you choose, so everyone starts out on a level playing field.  It IS 
possible to customize those stats later in the game - see “Playing the Game” foe the explanation 
there.

	Once you have selected your race and class, it’s time to choose the appearance of both 
your in-town avatar and your starter vehicle.  Choices in both are relatively limited, it has been 
stated that more choices will be coming Real Soon Now.  For now, you choices are: 
Male/Female, Body Type, Hair Type, Helmet, Accessory, Skin Color, Uniform Colors (select two 
from a onscreen palette), Height, and Name.  Your in-town avatar name is what you will be 
known by, in-game.

	For your vehicle, you can choose wheel type (doesn’t matter what you choose here, it’ll 
be replaced soon enough). body colors (again, choose two from a onscreen palette), trim type (custom paint job, most races have 3-4 choices here), and name.  Vehicle name will be displayed 
under your character’s name if you select your vehicle - other than that, it has no effect in-game at 
all.  When everything is set to your liking, select the “Create” button to return to the character 
selection screen - select that character and select “Play” to start playing.

V. Playing the Game [ptg]

	The game is played using a combination of mouse/WASD keys, much like a first-person 
shooter.  Game is played from a third-person perspective, from above and behind the vehicle and 
works well.  First-person view from within the vehicle is not supported at this time.  All keys can 
be remapped within the game, the defaults follow:

W - Move forward.  Car accelerates as you hold the key down, release it to coast.  Car 
will slow down as it coasts - how fast depends on the chassis involved.
A- Hard turn left.  Car is partially computer-controlled, so it is not possible to flip by a fast 
hard turn.
S - Slow down/reverse: Reverses your vehicle, also can be used in place of the brake.  .
	D - Hard right.  As before, it’s not possible to flip your vehicle while doing this at speed.
	Q - Soft left: Half the turn amount of a hard left
	E - Soft right - The same - half the turn amount of a hard right.
	Space Bar - Brake.  Will slow you to a stop.  Does not then reverse, as the S key does.
	X - Interact.  Use to perform actions other than shooting on objects.
	T - Target enemy.
	ENTER/Slash/Any unmapped key: Opens chat entry window
	R - Replies to last /tell
1 through 0 on keyboard - Activate Quickbar slot 1-0.  There are 10 slots for 
skills/consumables for instant access - you can either click on them, or use the 
number keys.  These are NOT the NumPad keys.
Left mouse - Targets clicked-on item.  Can use to designate targets to fire on, or to 
interact with some objects.  Some objects you have to use the Interact key with, as 
they have no visible oncreen object to click. 
Right mouse- Fires weapons.  Nota Bene: This command fires front and turret weapons 
only.
	Left Alt - Fires a rear-drop munition (mine) when you have a mine dropper equipped

	There are many other commands available - not all have keys mapped to them.  To map 
them, go to the System Options window (icon looks like a blue circle on the Quickbar), select 
“Controls and Gameplay”, and make your selections.  The writer of this document advises that 
you assign a key to the “Target Nearest Enemy” command as quickly as you can - for some 
reason, this command is unmapped, and the writer finds this command essential in his own 
gameplay. 

V.A Attributes and Leveling [aal]

	As you gain experience in the game, you may notice a gauge in the right of your screen filling up.  That gauge is your Level Meter, and consists of a measured circle, with a column 
passing through it’s center. (The areas to the left and right of the column are your Health and 
Power meters, respectively).  Each “bar” on the center column is 1/10 of the experience needed to 
level, while the outer circle measures the experience needed to the next “bar”.  Together, it 
provides a good graphical way of measuring your progress.  One both the circle and the column 
completely fill, you gain a level.  Gaining a level allows you to put “points” into attributes of your 
character that will help define it for the rest of the game.  There is a way to get all your points 
back to respend them - this is called a “respec” (respecification) and costs in-game cash to do, the 
amount increasing each time you do it.  There’s also a two-day cooling-off period between 
respecs (these are real days, not in-game days).  When you level, you will gain one point in each 
of the 4 basic attributes of your character.  You will also gain 2 extra “attribute” points that can 
be used to improve your character, and “skill” points that can be used to improve your skills, or to 
learn new ones.  The amount of skill points you receive changes every 10 - 20 levels, the amount 
of attribute points you receive are fixed.  You also receive “Research Points”, see Crafting for an 
explanation of what they mean.

	The basic attributes of the game are:

Combat: Measures your fighting ability.  Directly affects your offensive capabilites, 
and has a substat labeled “Accuracy” - which in another game would be 
your chance to hit with any given shot.  It is NOT percentage-based.  Note 
that this stat does not affect Command classes’ pets - it only affects the 
Commander’s fighting capabilities himself - pets have their own stats in this 
area.

Tech: 	Directly affects the player’s Hit Points (how much damage you can take 
before dying) and Power Capacity (energy available to use skills with).  All 
skills in the game that are not Passive use Power, whether to use (cast) or 
to keep them going (maintain).  Power primarily comes from a equipped 
item (Power Plant), Tech adds to the power that the plant produces.  Does 
not affect how fast power is regenerated, only total capacity. 

Theory: Theory is a fairly nebulous stat, as it’s not really clear what this enhances 
aside from it’s listed substats, Heat Capacity and Enemy Resistance 
Reduction.  Heat Capacity is in actuality a limitation as to how much you 
can fire your weapons - the higher your Heat Capacity, the longer you can 
fire your weapons before having to cease fire to let them cool down, and 
Enemy Resistance Reduction means that the higher this stat, the more 
damage you do per hit, up to the weapon’s rated maximum damage.
			
Heat Capacity is one of the most misunderstood attributes in the game, so 
I’ll go into some detail here.  All front and turret weapons in the game 
generate Heat when fired - all have infinite ammunition, Heat is the limiting 
factor.  Your car has a number of heat sinks on it, that can absorb so much 
heat.  Your Power Plant does as well, and also includes a heat dissipation device that removes a set amount of heat from both the engine’s heat 
reservoir and your car’s native one on a per-second basis.  Heat dissipation 
is calculated on this per-second basis, but is APPLIED on the “pulse” 
(about every 3 seconds).  This attribute is on the engine tooltip as it’s 
“Heat Dissipation” value.  The Theory attribute adds to the heat reservoir 
on both the engine and the car’s innate reservoir - it does NOT increase the 
dissipation value, only the capacity for heat.  Increasing this stat allows you 
to fire longer before overheating.

		Perception: The fourth stat, it’s substats are Evasion and Critical Hit percentage.
Evasion is fairly obvious, it’s equivalent to the “dodge” chance in other 
games, the higher your Perception the more likely the enemy is to miss 
your car entirely with a shot.  This substat, like Accuracy, is not percentage 
based.  Critical Hit percentages may seem like a good thing too - until you 
realize in this game, a Critical Hit does not always hit using the weapon’s 
listed Maximum damage value - it’s quite possible (and happens often) to 
get a critical hit using the Minimum value as well - making this stat not so 
good on a weapon with fast refire, as those generally do less damage than 
weapons with a slow refire on a per-hit basis.  Perception as a stat, 
however, is highly valued for it’s Evasion function.

V.B: Weapons, Rear Drops, and TacArcs [wrt]

Weapons in the game come in three sizes, and three types.  Yes, the developers love the 
number three....

	Going on.  The three weapon types are:
		Front: Mounted on the front of the vehicle, the weapon fires straight ahead.
		Turret: Mounted on the TOP of the vehicle, this weapon can fire in any direction.
Rear: Drops a munition that is independent of your vehicle, whether it be 
stationary (mine/flame/goo/smoke/caltrop droppers) or moving (seekers) 
These weapons are the only ones that do not have a size associated with 
them, they can be equipped on any vehicle.
	Weapons come in three sizes too, those being:
Large: Usually slow-refire weapons, these are designed to be mounted on vehicles 
with Large mounts.  Usually means tanks, which limits these weapons to 
the Frontline Combat classes for the most part.
Medium: The most common type of weapon of the game, Mediums are used by 
three classes: Frontline Combat, Frontline Support, and Commanders.
Small: Also fairly common as drops, these weapons can only be used by the Covert 
Ops classes.

	Weapons have the following attributes:

Range: Obvious enough, this measures how far away the weapon can hit something. Measured in meters.
Spread: Spread is a measure oh how far off of centerline will the weapon still hit it’s 
target.  Of consideration mostly with multiple-target (spray), explosive, and 
front weapons.  Measured in degrees of arc.
		Damage: Weapons in this game cause damage of various types, those types being:
			Physical: Usually impact weapons (machineguns), etc.
			Fire: Usually flamethrowers and explosive weapons.
			Corrosive: Acid damage/radiation damage, usually sprayers/machineguns.
Contamination: Usually sprayers/.seekers, these weapons use the 
Contamination against their targets
			Energy: Energy-based weapons, usually lasers.

	Damage is listed for each damage type on a per-shot basis.  Weapons can have multiple 
damage types, and each weapon has a “primary” damage type listed for use with certain skills.   
There is a overall listing for the damage of the weapon, labeled DPS (damage per second) - this 
stat is somewhat misleading, as the DPS rating of the weapon  is if all shots hit for the maximum 
damage of all damage types combined - a theoretical situation that never actually occurs in the 
game.

Refire: The amount of time the weapon takes to fire one shot, expressed in seconds.  
Weapons that have a refire expressed in a number less than 1 will fire more 
than once in a second (example: a weapon with .50 refire will fire twice in 
one second).  Due to the way skills affect damage in the game, the faster 
refire weapons are prized over the slower refire weapons.  See Skills to see 
why.
Heat: All weapons add 1 heat per shot to your car‘s heat pool. Ones that ONLY 
add the basic heat amount to your car’s pool do not list a heat stat.  Ones 
that do list a stat that adds that amount of heat per shot to your heat pool, 
ALONG with the base 1 heat/shot.  The less in this stat the better, especially 
if the weapon has a fast refire rate, as a fast refire rate combined with a high 
Heat stat will overheat a player much faster than one with either a slower 
refire rate and the same heat per shot, or one with the same refire rate and 
less heat per shot.  
				
	A weapon with all five types of damage is called a “rainbow” weapon, and are highly 
sought after.  As various races can add damage to weapons of a specific type, there is a “primary” 
damage type on all weapons.  Skills that affect weapon damage will only affect weapons that have 
that damage as their primary type, so a skill that enhances Energy damage, for example, will not 
enhance damage on a weapon that does Energy damage but whose primary type is Fire.  Primary 
damage types for weapons is shown in the weapon icon, as a small symbol in the lower right 
corner of the icon.

	TacArcs

	TacArcs are a onscreen visualization of what your weapon can hit.  They take the form of 		triangles emanating from both your front and turret weapons.  The color of the triangle 
varies as to which race you play - Blue for Human, Red for Biomek, and Green for Mutant.  
The triangle’s length is the range of your weapon, the width is the spread (firing angle that 
the weapon can hit something in).  The TacArc is your race’s color  when the weapon is 
ready to fire, it will turn red when the weapon has fired, gradually turning back to your race 
color as the weapon reloads/readies itself to fire again.  It provides a very quick visual 
reminder, other than the targeting circle, to show when a target is in range and can be hit.  
Especially useful with weapons that have “spray” (multi-target capability), as a spray 
weapon will hit everything in the TacArc up to the maximum limits of the target count.  
Explosive weapons can hit anything in the TacArc regardless of number of targets, making 
explosive weapons somewhat dominant over groups of infantry.   There are ways to change 
the TacArc of a given weapon, through enhancements and gadgets.  See Crafting and 
Drops for information on these.  Players may only target one enemy at a time - as a 
additional confirmation as to which enemy is targeted, a bright white circle will appear 
around the base of the targeted enemy.  For weapons with spray capability, other white 
circles will appear around the bases of enemies that the weapon will hit in addition to the 
primary target - these circles are dimmer than the primary target’s circle.  You will see 
circles brighten/dim too as enemies move in and out of range of your weapons - a circle 
will brighten when the enemy is in range, and will dim/be removed when the enemy is not, 
for an additional visual cue.  If a enemy is targeted but is out of range, the targetig circle 
will be empty; as the enemy moves into range, a set of triangles will appear within the 
circle.

V.C Skills [skl]


	In Auto Assault, attributes are not the only way to improve your character.  There are also 
“Skills” that can affect both you and your enemies.  The skills vary greatly between races and 
classes.  A full description of all the skills and what they do at the various levels is far beyond the 
scope of this QuickGuide, this guide will provide some of the basics, though.

	The Skills window (icon on the Quickbar looks like a lightning bolt) shows a listing of 
skills available to each class type.  This listing is divided into two sections, each accessible by tabs.  
They are: “Faction” skills (skills shared with the entire race, and with some of the other classes), 
and “Specialty” (skills available to that class and race alone).  The skills are available based on level 
alone, therefore this is not considered a “tree”, in that no skill requires another before it becomes 
available, level is the sole determinant.

	Skills are available in the following types:

Direct-damage (DD) skills - Damages a enemy directly for a set amount.  Requires 
Power to use.  Has a range, and sometimes a delay, called a “Charge” time.  
Skills that do not have a charge time are listed as “Instant” on the tooltip.  
The range determiner is the button used to trigger (“cast”) the skill - if the 
button is red, the enemy is out of range.  If the button is colored, the enemy is in range.  Some DD skills have a small area-of-effect (AoE) component - 
the range of the AoE component is indicatedin the tooltip.  Some DD skills 
are centered on your vehicle - for example, the Biomek skill “Gamma 
Burst” produces a short-range explosion around your vehicle damaging 
anything that is within 20 m of it.
Damage Over Time (DoT) skills - These skills, when they hit, do not do their full 
damage immediately.  These skills have a number of “pulses” (each “pulse” 
is 3 seconds) - each pulse causes damage, up to the theoretical maximum of 
the skill.  Pulses can be defended against, however - by “resists” (discussed  
under “Defenses”), so a DoT will rarely land all of it’s damage.  There are a 
large number of skills that have a DoT component in addition to another 
effect, however - so these skills are useful in the game.  These skills also use 
Power to cast.
Buffs: Buffs are skills that enhance your character in various ways.  Some are 
“active” enhancements that need to be cast and use Power, such as the 
Human skill “Defense Grid” that reduces damage taken - but costs Power 
both to cast, and to keep going (maintain).  Others are passive - once 
acquired, they do their thing with no further input from the player, and do 
not cost anything save the skill points used to acquire them.
Debuffs: Debuffs are skills that weaken enemies in various ways.  There is usually a 
debuff to counter every buff.  Unlike Buffs, there are no passive debuffs - all 
must be cast, and all cost Power to cast.  “Viruses” are a special form of 
debuff specific to the Biomek race - these “viruses” can be cast on one 
target and spread to others that the first comes into close contact with.  The 
viruses are currently very powerful at high levels, and may be reduced in 
power (“nerfed”) in a future patch.
Heals: Specific to the Frontline Support class, they have the ability to regenerate hit 
points on both themselves and on allies.  Some Heals are direct, others are 
heal-over-time (HoT).  All HoT type heals in the game can be interrupted 
(stopped early, without completing the full heal) if the target takes damage - 
making them of situational utility.
Pets: Pets (spawned NPCs under the partial control of the player) are mostly 
specific to the Commander classes, though many Frontline Support also get 
pets.  Pets are limited to the following three types:
Combat: Pets that will go out and attack the enemy, either on command or 
of their free will at the discretion of the player.  The player determines the 
range that they will attack within, and optionally, which targets they will 
attack.
Support/Debuff: Mostly specific to the Frontline Support classes, these pets 
will enhance allies and debuff enemies in various ways within a given range 
of the pet.
Heal: These pets heal allies within range of the pet a certain amount per 
pulse, the amount rising as the player adds levels to the skill.  Some pets will 
also debuff enemies as well as perform their heal function, some will 
perform short-range melee attacks as well.
Miscellaneous: There are some skills, mostly available to the Frontline Support 
classes, that perform tasks not directly relating to combat in any form.  A 
example would be the Mutant Shaman skill “Salvation”, which attempts to 
salvage a item from the wreckage left behind from a vehicle kill.  This 
attempt is above and beyond what would normally be dropped by the 
vehicle, thereby giving the Shaman in essence extra “drops”. This skill does 
not work very often.
	
Pet characters vary: Humans mostly get humanoid pets 
(soldiers/holotroopers), with both summonable turrets and small tanks in the 
higher levels.  Biomeks get an assortment of both flying (laserbot) and 
walking/rolling mechanical pets that are specialized at ranged combat (MG-Mek/AssaultMek/Blastmek, etc).  Mutants get pets that are both stationary 
(tigerblossom, etc.) along with an assortment of “phase creatures” that 
perform both melee and ranged attacks. 

Many skills enhance the amount of “defense” that the player has.  Defense is also 
added to by armor, any “resistances” that the armor may have, and by the player’s 
Dodge skills.  While full details of the combat system have not been released, the 
following text (posted on the AA boards by Storm, one of AA’s designers), will 
clarify:

“ Until we can get something better out to everyone, here is a high level summary 
of the combat sequence.

Note the system was designed to allow players to focus either on accuracy -vs- 
avoidance, penetration -vs- deflection, and damage types -vs- resistances so that 
there is a point/counter-point effect. Different play styles and load-outs matter 
(sometimes a lot).

Combat for skills with damage components are the same as weapon system 
(front/turret). Obviously skills utilize power, and weapons tend to utilize heat 
generation as by-products; two dynamic pools that regenerate and are governed by 
power plants. Armor provides the defense, deflection, and resistance bases. 
Vehicles, enhancements, gadgets, and skills can all modify pretty much every aspect 
of the combat system with bonuses (or negatives).

		The general sequence (per shot or per skill fire) goes like this:

		--------------------------------
1. Determine Attacker's Offense. This includes weapon/skill accuracy, Combat 
Attribute Accuracy Rating, Enhancement/Gadget Bonuses, Skill Bonuses, and level 
offset modifiers only in PvE.

		2. Determine Defender's Defense. This includes armor/vehicle/skill defense, Perception, Attribute Avoidance Rating, Enhancement/Gadget Bonuses, Skill Bonuses, Vehicle 
High Speed Defense Bonuses, and level offset modifiers only in PvE.

		3. Determine % chance to hit and check against that % for a "Hit".

		If Hit:

4. Check Penetrations -vs- Deflection. If Penetration is greater than Deflection, 
hold up to that amount asside for the primary damage type. If Deflection is Greater, 
remember it later for damage mitigation.

In PvP, Deflection isn't as effective (details to come) - this was done to "level the 
playing field" so that lower level combatants could compete with max level 
enemies.

5. Get weapon/skill min/max damage for each damage type. Modify with all 
Enhancement/Gadget Bonuses, skill bonuses, and any level offset modifiers only in 
PvE.

		6. Check for total resist. If total resist, exit and display "Resisted!"

		7. FOR EACH DAMAGE TYPE determine damage:

		7.a. Determine damage between (total) min and max (for this damage type).
		7.b. If Defender has Damage Type Resistance, determine resistance potential.
		7.c. Deduct damage dealt by amount resisted.
		7.d. Add this to total damage dealt.
		7.e. (Repeat 7 until no more damage types present)

		8. If Deflection > Penetration, then mitigate/reduce damage dealt by that amount.

9. If damage dealt was resisted to zero damage via deflection or resistances, display 
"Deflected!" and exit.

10. If damage is dealt, check for Critical Hit with Perception Attribute, Critical Hit 
Chance, modified by enhancements/gadgets/skills. If critical hit, then multiply 
damage by critical hit damage multiplier (also modified by 
enhancements/gadgets/skills.), deal damage and exit.

		11. If no critical hit, deal damage.
		--------------------------------“


V.D Modes

	There are three modes available to each class.  These modes do not vary by race (all races 
have the same three modes, the modes only differing by class played), and they all have in essence 
the same effect: They enhance certain attributes of the class being played, at the expense of others.  
Modes are used on the player character only, and do not cost Power to activate.  As with Skills, 
the various modes are beyond the scope of this document.  Modes are accessed via three buttons 
located at the top of the Level Gauge.  The tooltips for each Mode are fairly self-explanatory.

V.E Car Speeds and Controls.

	On the left side of the display, there is another round gauge, counterpointing the Level 
Gauge on the right-side of the screen.  This gauge shows both your “redline” (maximum drivetrain 
speed) as a red arc, and your speed as a percentage of maximum speed (shown as a light blue arc).  
The “redline” shows how hard your engine is working, and it won’t work past the maximum 
“redline”.  So, if your speed seems slow but your redline is at maximum, then you’re at full speed 
for the terrain and incline that you are traveling in at the time.  To the right of this is a numerical 
readout, that can show your speed in either English-standard (miles per hour), or in Metric 
standard (kilometers/hour).  Which one the gauge shows is settable under Game Options - 
Interface options. 

	In the center of the gauge is the Power Allocation panel.  Clicking on the N in the center 
sets your allocation to the default setting.  Clicking on any of the colored panels around the central 
N button will set the allocation to enhance certain attributes of your car.  The three attributes are:

Speed - At the top of the gauge, clicking on one of these three panels sets Speed as 
a priority, increasing your speed.  The maximum increased speed is shown 
in your chassis’ tooltip as the “Maximum Boosted Speed” attribute.  You 
also have the option of not increasing your speed to Maximum, but 
increasing by a percentage, and increasing your Offense or Defense by a 
percentage as well.  It’s one or the other, you cannot increase all three at the 
same time.  The one you do not increase will be lowered below normal by a 
percentage, between 7-10 percent depending on chosen allocation.
Offense - Increases your offense (accuracy stat).  Otherwise works the same way at 
the Speed increase above.  Attributes you can increase along with Offense 
are Speed or Defense.
Defense - Increases your Defense (dodge/evasion).  Otherwise works the same as 
Speed or Offense above.  Attributes you can increase along with Defense or 
Offense or Speed.

	Using the Power Allocation power is situational at best, it is advised that you leave the 
Power Allocation panel in Neutral for most gameplay.  There is a 10 second cooldown on Power 
Allocation changes, so they must be done with some care, as increasing your Speed this way while 
chasing a fleeing enemy may land you in a pack of enemies - which both your Offense and Defense 
lowered by a percentage.  Not a good situation to be in...

V.F Crafting
	Crafting in AA is done in a fairly unique system.  Due to the system having some 
unforeseen consequences, though, the life of a crafter in AA involves lots of grinding (repetitve 
actions, in this case to collect materiels).

	A) Basics.
The basics of crafting in AA are fairly simple.  Find or buy a broken item that is 
within your skill range, repair it using fairly common materiels that are dropped all 
over the gameworld, from both enemy NPCs as well as destructible items in the 
environment (buildings, railings, fences, towers, etc.).  Items can be memorized, 
each memorization giving you a number of “builds” of the memorized item from 
raw materiels only.  Items can have “enhancements” placed upon them as well, that 
add to the item’s capabilities, and possibly tot he player’s capabilities as well.  The 
devil’s in the details, though.  They follow.

B) Beginning:
To begin your crafting career, each starting town has a mission to start learning the 
basics of crafting. It is advices that you go through the beginning missions, that will 
teach you the basics of materiel (“mat” for short) collecting, and the basics of 
“refining” (taking materiels from basic to one of 4 levels of quality).  Once you 
complete the basic collecting and refining missions, it is highly advised that you 
look at the crafting trees, and decide which paths you want to take in your career as 
a crafter.

	C) Crafting Trees
The game has a crafting “tree” system, where some craft types are required in order 
to learn others.  In addition, to perform crafting there are four attributes or 
“research areas”, that you allocate “research points” to to enhance.  You advance 
through the crafting trees in two ways: through “trainers” that you pay a fee to to 
unlock levels of craft, and through actual crafting of items, that give you your 
“points” in each craft.  The maximum number of points possible in each craft is 200.  
Trainers, when paid, unlock levels of skill.  The levels are set at 50 points, 100 
points, 150 points. For example, at a craft level of 50 you must visit a trainer in that 
skill and pay the fee to go beyond 50, you then craft until you reach 100 in that 
craft, you then visit the trainer again, and so on.  There are three “tiers” of crafting 
skill, and the player has limitations on how many craft types they ma have in each 
“tier”.  The tiers are labeled “Apprentice”, “Journeyman”, and “Master”.  The 
number of craft types that the player may have at each level are:

		Apprentice: 4 crafts.
		Journeyman: 2 crafts
		Master: 1 craft.

Journeyman has the most diverse number of craft types in the game, therefore the 
player must choose carefully which craft types they will utilize.  Player may choose 
to “forget” a craft and free up that craft slot at any time - doing so forfeits all of the effort and craft points invested in that craft type, none of it is re-investable.  So, 
choosing wisely from the start is best.  

	C) Crafting Locations

Crafting is performed at specific locations.  These locations serve as “workbenches” 
where the crafting is done, and there is usually at least one type in each 
town.  Each type of item requires physically being at the crafting station to 
perform the crafting, some items require going first to one station, then 
switching to another to finish the job.  These designations are for the 
Apprentice skills.  The stations are:

			1) Control Shop - Used for the Apprentice Projectile Weapons craft.
			2) Reactor - Used for the Apprentice Power Plants craft.
			3) Fabrication Shop - Used for the Apprentice Armor craft.

There is a fourth craft station, the Refinery - where basic materiels are refined into 
higher quality ones, and also where advanced components are made from 
basic ones for advanced crafting.

	D) Research “Points”

Research Points are allocated to the player as they level.  Each point may be used to 
increase one aspect of crafting, these attributes are listed under the Research button 
on the Quickbar (icon looks like a wrench).  As of version 113, there are a total of 
18 Research Points that are gained between levels 1-80.  Each of the 4 aspects has a 
maximum level of 10, so the player must be careful when allocating Research 
Points, as it is possible to maximize only two of the four attributes.  Pre-Update 1, 
Humans had a bug that gave them 26 Research Points instead of the other races’ 18 
- this is being resolved through respec usage.   The four aspects are:

1) Reverse Engineering - Ability to “reverse engineer” (break) a working 
item to make it craftable.  There is a possibility during reverse 
engineer to destroy a item instead of breaking it - raising the Reverse 
Engineer skill lowers this possibility.  Soe items are not Reverse 
Engineerable without a certain level in this aspect.  Some items are 
not Reverse Engineerable at all.
2) Enhancement - Ability to add materiels to a broken item other than those 
needed to rebuild it, to add effects to the item.  Equivalent to 
“enchantments” in fantasy games, these “enhancements” can make 
the item or the player stronger than they’d normally be.  These are 
both a boon and a bane in the game, as the developers, in keeping 
with the post-apocalyptic theme of the game, slipped a wee joker in 
the deck.  That joker being, that each “recipe” for a given 
enhancement, can produce more than just one effect, therefore the final product of enhancing a item is semi-random, from a list of 
known effects.  This makes crafters use materiels at a much greater 
rate than in other games, and they will often have to re-craft a item 
to get the desired set of effects.  The effect of the Enhancement 
aspect is to both increase the chance that any given set of materiels 
will produce a enhancement - higher levels give a better chance of a 
more desirable enhancement out of each recipe - and to increase the 
number of enhancements per item.  This is not always effective 
though - some items have a limit as to how many enhancements they 
may have - and some items may not have any enhancements at all.
			3) Tinkering
Many items have “gadget” slots, where certain items may be placed. 
These slots may be open or closed.  If open, the slot may be used 
right away.  If closed, the slot may be opened with a “tinkering kit”.  
The Tinkering aspect level determines both the percentage of 
success of any one slot-opening attempt, and also determines the 
maximum level of slot that may be worked on by the player. There 
are a maximum of five slots per item, the appropriate level or higher 
of a tinkering kit must be used on a slot.  Example: The third slot on 
a item can be unlocked by using a Tinkering Kit III, IV, or V.  
Tinkering kits I-III are available thorugh vendors in various places, 
Tinkering Kits IV and V are only available as drops, and are rare (do 
not drop often).   Gadgets drop exclusively from enemies, and may 
only be used on specific items, the item it can be used on is listed in 
the tooltip for the gadget in question.  Any gadget may be used in 
any level slot.
			4) Memorization
Memorization controls your chance for “memorizing” a crafted item, 
as well as how many items you may memorize at any one time.  
Items that are memorized do not require a broken item first - they 
may be crafted using the recipe in “memory” and using only the 
materiels called for by the item along with any enhancements.  When 
a item is “memorized”, each memorization comes with a maximum 
number of times it may be crafted - after that maximum is passed, 
the item is “forgotten” and disappears from the Memory window.  
Often, repeated crafing from memory is the only way to raise the 
craft points used by the item - if the player cannot locate another 
item, either pre-broken or one to break to advance their skill - they 
can repeatedly craft a item from memory until the item will no longer 
cause the skill level to increase.

	E) Item Difficulty
All craftable items in the game carry a minimum skill level to craft.  This level is 
displayed, either in the tooltip for the item, or by activating Reverse 
Engineer mode and hovering the wrench pointer over a unbroken item to get the tooltip that way.  If you do not have the requisite craft level to craft 
the item, the crafting level will display as red.  The crafting level will display 
as white if your skill is high enough to work on the item.  There are the 
following levels of difficulty:

				1) Very Hard - Always gives you a skill point per item crafted.
				2) Hard - Always gives you a skill point per item crafted.
				3) Moderate - Gives a skill point most of the time per item.
				4) Easy - Takes quite a few items crafted to gain a skill point.
				5) Trivial - A lot more items than Easy crafted for a point.

The skill bar for the item will change color too, based on the level - Red for 
Very Hard, Orange for Hard, White for Moderate, Blue for Easy, Green for 
Trivial.  After trivial is gray - means no craft leveling for crafting that item, 
no matter how many is done.

	F) The AA Crafter’s Connundrum
		
As has been shown, crafting in AA can be quite complex, and highly rewarding.  
It’s semi-random nature when it comes to enhancements, though, creates a 
connundrum.  Many materiels remain in use throughout the game as crafting 
materiels, and are gained by killing both enemies and by destroying objects 
in the game.  Materiels, though, drop according to both what you destroy 
AND what level of the game you’re currently playing in.  The levels are 
referred to as “tiers”, with each tier gradually getting further and further 
away from the starting town.  Difficulties increase in each tier, as well.  
Because of this, high-level players will often run low or completely out of 
certain materiels, and be forced to return to the starter tiers to either gather 
these materiels for themselves, or purchase them from lower-level players.  
Since the materiels that drop is in part level-based, this can make a return to 
the starting tiers a time-consuming task, as the materiels will not drop as 
well for high-level players as they will for starting players who are level - 
appropriate.
